D300 Twin Stick Shifter Design

In a continuing effort to bring great ideas to everyone, I would like to show you how you can
make your own twin stick shifter for your D300 for very little cost. This setup will allow you to
create a nearly stock looking installation but having the advantage of a twin shifter. (Please
disregard the rough look of the shifter shown here. The shift boot was removed to show the setup
and parts more clearly. Installation of the boot makes for a nice clean look.)
Here are the items you will need:
1. 2 Stock D300 shifters (you probably already have one. Now go find your buddy who
spent over $130 on his cheaply made Omix or Currie setup and get his other stock shifter
for free!)
2. 2 shifter plates.
3. Aluminum or plastic spacer. See detail layout below for approximate size.
4. 2 bolts of size 1/4" diameter x 3/4" long (grade 5 or 8)
5. 2 nuts of size 1/4" to go on the bolts in item 4.
6. Remainder of stock D300 shifter items like shifter knob, cotter pin, etc.
You will also need a torch to heat and bend the shifters so that the knobs do not interfere with
one another. You will also need to figure out a twin stick shifter boot. We recommend the Currie
version for about $30. But this is totally up to you.
Take a look at the following items. It should explain how it all goes together . I can supply the
shift plates that are laser cut for $25 a pair plus $5.00 shipping.
Send $30 Payment for your pair of laser cut shift plates to: jeepcj7304@yahoo.com
You can also email me at this address for additional information.

D300 Twin stick shifter design layout and descriptions. PDF file attached
This information is free to the public and feel free and give to anyone you feel like giving them
to!!! We've been running some in our CJs for a while now, and like the look and function. And
we think you will too. Besides......it's a pretty damned cool idea!

Twin Stick Shifter Design Instructions/Details
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• Qnty 2 of 1/4” x 3/4” long bolts
• Qnty 2 of 1/4” locking hex nuts

• Spacer is approximately 1/2” long.
• Inside diameter is 3/4” (possibly 5/8”).
• OD is 1”.
• Can make from Aluminum or plastic.

Shifter Layout Looking from rear of vehicle
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